The article deals with the problem of upbringing students’ value attitude to work, future professional activity in a higher educational institution. On the basis of the analysis of the scientific-pedagogical heritage of Ukrainian scholars-teachers, the evolution of the socio-moral essence of work in the history of mankind, the transformation of awareness of work as a vital value in modern society has been presented. The theoretical foundations of the upbringing of the value attitude to work have been determined, the peculiarities of organization of upbringing process in higher educational institutions have been researched; the technology of organization of the process of upbringing students’ value attitude to work in the conditions of a higher educational institution has been substantiated, the psychological-pedagogical conditions of its implementation have been characterized; the levels of formation student’s value attitude to work has been defined on the basis of developed criteria and indicators; the essence of the technology of upbringing students’ value attitude to work has been revealed.
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**Formulation of the problem.** In the context of reforming and improving the education system it is necessary to appeal to Ukrainian scholars’ historical heritage, in which the problems of the upbringing of students’ value attitude to work, future professional activities in the higher educational institution are revealed. Research the experience of the past allows to study the historical patterns of formation and development of Ukrainian Pedagogy, to ensure the unity and continuity of the historical and pedagogical process. The humanistic orientation of modern education, aimed at children and youth mastering universal values, finding personal meanings in cognition, work, any other socially significant activity, is reflected in the new pedagogical concepts, the theory and practice of education. This is also highlighted in the main state documents – the Law "About Education", "Concept of Upbringing of Humanistic Values of Students", "Concept of Upbringing of Children and Youth in the National Education System". In today’s society the problem of upbringing the younger generation’s attitude to work becomes very important because it is caused by the change in the essence of the concept of work, the destruction, the transformation of its established categorical, meaningful and formal features.

The analysis of socio-pedagogical and psychological researches of the last decades confirms that in the process of upbringing of children and youth the meaning of the concept "work" is considered mainly in the context of familiarizing the work of adults and the formation of certain labor abilities and skills. At the same time, labor upbringing of children and young people is impossible without value attitude to work, which requires its awareness as a way to overcome obstacles to learning or any other activity, process and result of making volitional efforts as an important condition for the formation of personal qualities – perseverance, responsibility, purposefulness. The upbringing value of attitude to work must begin as soon as possible, because hard working is one of the basic qualities of the child’s personality.

The problem of forming a youth value attitude to work is also actualized by the situation of the diversification of types of educational institutions, which is characteristic of a modern stratified society. The problem of forming the values of Ukrainian youth and its highlighting in the pedagogical heritage of outstanding teachers is caused by the crisis realities of today’s life, uncertainty in the future by modern youth, different theoretical approaches to consideration the problem of values, reforming higher education, changing the status of culture and the nature of human activity, and many other factors, which require not only certainty, viewing, reconsideration of the formation processes, the upbringing of children and youth, but also a thorough, objective analysis of our far and near past to better and deeper understanding of current events in this area of human activity that will make it possible to research problems of upbringing values of professional orientation of future professionals in higher education in Ukraine. That is why researches about the upbringing of students’ value attitude to the future professional activity, to work in the scientific and pedagogical heritage of Ukrainian scholars and teachers in different periods of the development of education of the Ukrainian state will allow to select the optimal ways and mechanisms of effective development of the system of education of future specialists in higher educational institution under modern conditions of reforming the higher education of Ukraine in the context of integration into the European educational space.

**Research goal and objectives.** The purpose of the research is to reveal and substantiate the essence of the technology of upbringing value attitude to work, to the future professional activity of student youth in the conditions of a higher educational institution and in the scientific and pedagogical heritage of Ukrainian scholars and teachers. There are such objectives of the research: 1) to clarify the essence of the concept "value attitude to work" in relation to youth; 2) to generalize the experience and identify the peculiarities of the organization of the educational process of the higher educational institution concerning the formation of value attitude to work in youth; 3) to substantiate the technological model of upbringing students’ value of attitude to work and the psychological and pedagogical conditions of its implementation.

**Analysis of recent research and publications.** In the scientific work of domestic and foreign researchers there are many works devoted to various aspects of labor upbringing: the role of labor upbringing in the overall development of personality (M. Drahomanov, G. Kerschenshteiner, A. Makarenko, L. Tolstoy, K. Ushinsky); the formation of value attitude to work (I. Bekh, R. Bure, V. Sukhomlyanskii). Theoretical and methodological foundations of the formation of vital values (I. Bekh, V. Zinchenko, O. Savchenko, N. Tkachev etc.) and values of the modern system of education and upbringing (A. Zdramovlysov, P. I. Deontiev, V. Ognevyyu, N. Shurkova, V. Yadov, E. Yamburg etc.) have been studied enough. Different aspects of the problem of formation of values and value attitudes of the personality have been highlighted in dissertation papers for recent years: emotional and value of attitude to educational activity (O. Kvoushar, V. Kutishenko, S. Lupinovich, O. Kmelev); the value attitude to health (T. Andrushchenko), to the native land (K. Shevchuk), to nature (L. Pavlov, T. Yurkova), to productive and family-labor work (V. Burdun, V. Kishkurno). Scientists have proved that the most similar age for the formation of value orientations is from 6 to 12 years
Scientific researches of domestic and foreign scientists devoted to the study of the peculiarities of the organization of the educational process, which emphasize the peculiarity of the value orientations of children are important in context of our research (V. Alfimov, O. Gordeyev, O. Kobeleva, V. Pavlenko, M. Osorina, V. Spivakovsky, A. Chirikova). Despite the existing of a sufficiently wide range of studies that address this problem, the formation of students’ value attitude to work in a higher educational institution has not been a subject of separate research.

The analysis of scientific pedagogical literature and the real practice of upbringing the value students’ attitude to work has revealed a number of contradictions between: universal values ascertained by the society and the leveling of the role of work as the main value of life; declaring orientation to humanitarian values and a formalized approach to the implementation of the axiological component in the practice of the educational institutions; the need in diverse types of educational institutions for a stratified society and the lack of development of educational technologies that take into account their specifics.

Study presentation. The study of work as a value, the analysis of the nature of work in different historical epochs, the dynamics of motives, content, types of labor activity, attitude to work, studying its role as a factor in the formation of personality was the subject of research in philosophy (A. Zaliski, F. Ilyasov, M. Kagan, T. Mikhailova); sociology (O. Drobnitsky, E. Durkheim, A. Zdравовмислов, G. Becker, Y. Volkov, A. Ponukalin, I. Chandl, V. Yadyov); pedagogy (G. Beh, G. Belyanka, O. Bykovskaya, N. Shurkova), psychology (L. Bueva, L. Bozhovich, J. Krushelnitska, O. Leontiev, V. Myasishchev, N. Pryazhnov, G. Rickert, V. Toloche, D. Uznadze), axiology (M. Kagan, G. Chairiakov) and other sciences. Clarification of the etymology of concepts work, labor, and job made it possible to determine the common and different in understanding these concepts in languages and cultures of different times and peoples (I. Dubina, 3. Kozyreva, T. Myhaylova).

Based on the theoretical positions of the research, the essence of the key concept "work" has been clarified, which means active, purposeful activity that integrates the physical, mental and moral forces of a person for the creation of values or satisfaction of life's needs and the ability to overcome the difficulties to achieve the goal. The authors emphasize the unity of the work of the body, the mind, and the soul is the essence of the most diverse types of human work [1; 3; 6; 7].

On the basis of the analysis of scientific literature, it was established that scientists had identified certain periods of the evolution of the moral essence of work, which was perceived in the primitive society as the main condition of survival, and subsequently, in the process of stratification of society, there was a gap between mental and physical labor, changed the understanding of the need to prepare young people for work, taking into account its specifics. Declaring the value of work in the medieval philosophy not only as a necessary way of life but also as a divine ordinance, the way of redemption of sins, the means of their prevention and overcoming was transformed in the era of the Renaissance into the perceived condition of "humanization" of a person, perfection, and, subsequently, the understanding of work as a social duty [2–6]. Consequently, the tracing of the dynamics of the socio-moral nature of work during the long process of social development made it possible to conclude that in the period of the establishment of the post-industrial community the essence of work continues to undergo significant transformations, it stopped to be the basis for the formation of a system of values that can be regarded to some extent as a moral catastrophe of society (U. Bek).

Work is considered [3, p. 707] as a conscious, purposeful human activity, aimed at creating socially significant material and spiritual values, necessary to meet the needs of the individual and society; it is the main form of life for a person and society, acts as a leading factor in sociogenesis; is a means of self-expression and self-identification of the person, realization of intellectual and creative potential, experience, a sense of moral dignity. Different needs, interests, inclinations, sense of duty, responsibility act as motives and cause a person to work. Work involves the presence of certain knowledge, abilities and skills, which are enriched and developed. In the process of work, the physical, spiritual, psychological and psychophysiological qualities of a person are formed. The labor process includes such elements as: a) purposeful employment; b) the object of the work; c) tools of labor; d) working conditions; e) result of labor. In reaching the goal, a person satisfies the most important needs and awareness of the goal is connected with the motive of work [3, p. 707].

In evolutionary and historical terms, work is a form of human activity. The structure of labor activity consists of the following elements: the need and motives of work; subject of work; purpose of work: conditions, methods, product of labor; social assessment of the contribution to the result of the work. In the process of achieving the results of the work there is a personal, professional growth of a person, which depends on the degree of versatility, productivity, creative nature of work. Work receives its true purpose only when it serves not only as a source of existence, but also a source of creative inspiration and pleasure [3, p. 708].

From the point of view of the socio-professional status of the youth, the majority of researchers consider the age from 15 to 28 years the border of young age. In this period, not only the professional formation of young people, but also the active formation of social maturity of the individual as a whole completes. In the context of the transition to market relations, young people get into the world of uncertainty. Particularly, that youth that begin their work suffer from it most of all. Under the conditions of the labor market and young people's competition, nobody guarantees the providing of well paid permanent job and everybody must be smart and flexible in finding a job. Changes in the way of life and consciousness of youth are the ambiguous and contradictory process. It is not always possible to say with certainty that individual psychological characteristics of the behavior of young people, formed in youth, will manifest themselves in the new social conditions. Young people are guided by the real situation on the labor market, where factors such as initiative, autonomy, organization, and creative attitude towards any, even the most diverse, work are at the first place. The leading place in the individual development of young people is independent labor activity. A young worker as a subject of labor, in addition to the availability of professional knowledge, skills and abilities, must be able to cooperate with the staff, to accept moral values and discover the essence of many events and facts of productive work life, to realize the significance of labor activity [3, p. 709].

Professional growth of young people goes both in the direction of improving the quality of implementation of already mastered professional operations, and by expanding the range of new technical and technological operations. This process is most intense in the first five years of independent professional work, the growth correspondences between the individual-psychological characteristics of the person and the requirements of the profession to the employee, then it is more effective to include this person in the process of independent labor activity that is the reorganization of previously acquired labor experience in accordance with the immediate tasks with which a young worker meets
It has been established that the concept "value attitude" is treated differently by scholars: as a personal meaning (V. Myasishchev, P. Pidkasisty), social connections of personality (B. Ananiev), an element of the inner world of personality (D. Leontyev), value orientation (A. Zdravoimyslov, V. Olshansky); "mental state" (V. Zobkov), "orientation of the person" (G. Boldireva, O. Leontyev), revealing of connections (N. Shurkova) etc. The generalization of different views has enabled to interpret the concept "value attitude" to work as an active, stable selective connection of the person with labor in all its manifestations, as a result work acquires for the subject personal sense, individual and social significance, provides moral, physical, mental and emotional satisfaction. Accordingly, the upbringing value attitude to work is understood as a complex, multifaceted, purposeful process of involving an individual into work, in which it acquires its own meaning of labor, accompanied by a change of motives, enrichment of knowledge, improvement of labor actions, the development of emotional-volitional and reflexive-evaluative spheres.

The application of a set of scientific approaches — systemic, axiological, activity-oriented, personally oriented — made it possible to determine the theoretical foundations of the research problem and, accordingly, the basis for the substantiation of the technological model of students' value attitude to work in a higher educational institution. The importance of a systematic approach to the process of upbringing the value attitude to work is caused, first of all, by understanding of its social and ethical essence as a mechanism and, at the same time, a means of humanization; the necessity of ensuring the integral unity of purpose-oriented, content-active, emotional-volitional components of the process of upbringing value attitude to work (V. Afanasyev, I. Blauber, V. Sadovsky, E. Yudin etc.). Using the axiological approach, it was possible to outline the main psychological mechanisms of the investigated process, which ensures the conscious acceptance of work as the most significant vital value, to actualize the feeling of personal involvement in its social essence, create a certain ground for the development of the moral and spiritual needs of youth in the context of life-creation (N. Havrysh, I. Ivanov, V. Karakovsky, A. Kirakova, E. Shiyanan; N. Shurkova, E. Yamkersburg) [3–5].

The education of value orientations and value attitude to work through the active inclusion of young people in various forms of labor interaction with peers and adults is characterized by the peculiarities of learning process as one of the most complex stages of socialization of young people. It is a collective labor, understanding of it as a guided process of personality development during student years [1; 2; 6].

Studying the peculiarities of youth organization, in particular, the educational process in higher educational institutions (V. Alfimov, O. Burim, O. Dashkovskaya, V. Zhukov, G. Ionova, D. Podushkov, V. Spivakovskiy, Yu. Fedorova, O. Khomyakov, M. Khromchenko etc.) made it possible to isolate its most characteristic features (maximum individualization of learning, atmosphere of "family comfort", comfortable staying, modern equipment, the lack of "distance" in relations "teacher – student", taking into account every student's interests and needs etc.) and benefits: favorable emotional atmosphere, close interaction between generations, teachers and parents in the context of a common information and spiritual space, high-quality resource base, certain groups, the ability to provide an individual approach to each student, the stress-free psychological atmosphere, the personal engagement with students in various areas of acquiring education etc. (O. Borim, O. Vorobovyv, Yu. Fedorov, I. Fedosov, L. Fomin, O. Cherdatsev etc.). Analyzing scientific literature and summarizing good practices of teachers in higher education it can be stated that there is unwillingness of the vast majority of young people to do various kinds of work,
The technology of upbringing the value attitude to work is based on the principles of upbringing in activity, the unity of educational influences, orientation on the value of labor and the individual position of the pupil; reflects the interconnection of structural components (purpose-oriented, content-active, emotional-volitional, organizational) and is accompanied by a change in the types of interaction between individuals of the upbringing process – from the uncoordinated through the establishment of personal contacts to the consolidation of efforts of teachers and parents.

It is worth to mention that the psychological and pedagogical conditions for the implementation of the technology of upbringing students’ value attitude to work: the creation of a situation of young people emotional feeling the joy from work; delegation organizational things to students in the preparation and conduct of various types of work in the upbringing process of higher educational institutions.

Conclusions. Theoretical analysis of the evolution of social-moral nature of work in human history, awareness of work as a social value in modern society has allowed to state transformation of the essence of this concept connected with the change of place and character of certain types of work in human life, changing its place and role in the system of values of the majority of members of society. Clarifying the concept of work made it possible to define it as an active purposeful activity that integrates physical, mental and moral child's forces to create values or satisfy vital needs and abilities to overcome difficulties to achieve set goals.

Definitional analysis of the concept "value attitude" from the perspective of different scientific approaches made it possible to distinguish its essential relationship with the concepts of "value", "value orientation", "personal meaning", "estimation" and to consider the best understanding of the value attitude to work as an active, sustainable selective connection of the person with work in all its forms. In the result work gets personal meaning for a person, individual and social significance, has moral, physical, mental and emotional satisfaction. The structural components of value attitude to work are determined: cognitive, motivational, appraisal, emotional-volitional and activity.

The psychological-pedagogical conditions of realization of technology of upbringing value attitude to work in student’s youth are: creation of a situation of emotional feeling joy from work; delegation students organizational work in the preparation and conduct of various types of work in the educational process of higher educational institution. Consideration of the above-mentioned questions does not cover all aspects of the researched problem, which allows to outline the perspective directions of scientific search, connected with the study of the
value attitude to work in further teachers and the training of pedagogical staff for the organization of upbringing work in different types of educational institutions.
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EDUCATIONAL SPHERE SPECIALISTS PREPARATION ON THE EXAMPLEOF MULTIDIMENSIONAL EDUCATIONAL AND ENLIGHTENMENT ACTIVITIES OF SIDOR VOROBKEVICH

The article presents the study of Sidor Vorobkevych educational activities in the multicultural environment of Austrian Bukovina. Under such conditions, study of the creativity and activity of such a multidimensional and multicultural personality as Sidor Vorobkevych, especially topical. After all, he lived and worked at such time and territory when the agreement was reached between people of different ethnic groups, different cultures, values, religion. Conducted parallel with the modern tasks of education and society development and proposed their solution on the example of S. Vorobkevych's activities, such as modern historians consider Austrian Bukovina like a kind of prototype of the European Union. In Soviet times, his name and works were either completely ignored or interpreted pre-conceived. It was inadmissible that he had a sacerdotal role and teaching in theological seminary and theological faculty of Chernivtsi University, what contradicts to communists ideology. His pedagogical work started in theological seminary, real school, gymnasium and dascalia (deacon school) in Chernivtsi, where he had up to 40 training hours per week. Having entered the post of teacher of music and singing of the theological seminary. S. Vorobkevich encountered a number of problems that required an urgent solution like absence of any teaching and methodological base – textbooks on musical literacy and solfeggio, didactic instructions for teaching singing, a collection of songs for the school repertoire. The young teacher starts solving the situation on his own. He had to create everything in the process of work. Slowly he wrote plenty of manuals for studying music and languages (he wrote in Ukrainian, Romanian, German). His manuals were used not only in Bukovina but also far beyond its borders. In the article we conduct the parallel with the image of modern teacher – tolerant, creative, developed, multidimensional person, as teacher should be.
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Formulation of the problem. In recent years, violent extremism and terrorist attacks have erupted in Europe and US, it is causing a threat not only to the security of its citizens, but also to its basic values of freedom, democracy, equality, respect for dignity and human rights. Disturbing events directly oppose the vision of a Western society characterized by pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity
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